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The International Network of Michelin Cities (INMC), established in 2016, promote§ agreement

friendship and cooperation amongst c¡ües from all overthe world.

Convinced that only peaceful exchanges, respectful of different identiües and enriched by the

experiences of each of their communities, can help us overcome the contemporary challenges faced

by all nations of the world, the Mayors of the Member Cities reject the use of armed force by the

leaders of the Russian Federation against Ukraine-

Condemning war as a means of conflict resoluüon and advocating dialogue and cooperation, they

share the distress of the victims of war, the dead and wounded and those affected by migratlon and

exile. They express solidaris with all women and men whose physical integri§ and freedom have

been threatened, wherever they are.

At a time when climate and health are ever more prevalent, §uch conflicts are not only devastating

for the victim countries, but are also likely to significantly affect environmental, food and health

stabili§ throughout the world.

We express our most urgent wishes for an end to the war and for peaceful negoüation and

cooperation to prevail.
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Raquel

Mayor of
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PeteT MUTTART

Mayor of County of Kings
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GertrUd MALTZ-SCHWARZFISCH ER

Mayor of Regensburg
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Mayor of Anderson
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Mayor of Valladolid
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David MITCHELL

Mayor of Bridgewater
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Frank MENTRUP

Mayor of Karlsruhe
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Ricardo RIO

Mayor of Braga
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MichaelFORSIER

Mayor of Homburg
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